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'Concerning the difficulties and dangers of Alpine paths and how to over
come them: Now Alpine paths are made difficult and dangerous by ice or snow
or even cold winds and wild storms.... Let those who have herds of cattle or
horses take especial care not to suffer loss. For every year it is the custom for
many cattle and horses to be driven to Italy from Transalpine regions especially
Hebretia and Germany. And those who journey through the Alps have fixed
times for setting out on their travels so that they meet each other on high passes
where there is some flat ground on which to pass. The difficulty of the paths is
increased by precipitous and broken stretches especially if they are covered
with ice. Therefore travellers, shepherds and hunters who frequently roam
the highest peaks take various precautions. In order to counteract the slipperi
ness of the ice, it is the custom to bind firmly on to the feet iron shoes like the
shoes of horses, fitted with sharp spikes so that they can secure their footsteps
in the ice. Others tie spurs of sharp iron onto the soles of their feet with shoe
laces, and there are other methods of resisting the slipperiness and strengthen
ing the footholds. Sometimes indeed, shepherds and merchants slide down
steep almost precipitous slopes where there is no path elsewhere, by placing
their confidence in felled branches of trees, in particular of fir trees. It is as
though they were riding on horseback.'

Thus from an obviously surprised traveller survives a close description of
crampons and of a forerunner of the bob-sleigh! Barbara Harriss

Miscellanea

One hundred years ago On 28 June 1870 W. A. B. Coolidge and his aunt
Miss Brevoort, with the guides Christian and Ulrich Almer and Christian
Gertsch, made the first ascent of the Pic Central of the Meije. This was the
first attempt on the Meije and the party did not know whether the West or the
Central Peak was the higher. Arriving on the summit of the latter they found
to their dismay that the West Peak slightly overtopped them. 'We had some
hopes of trying it', wrote Coolidge, 'but Almer pronounced it utterly impossible
for any human being to reach the summit and it was sheer on all sides' (A.J. 5
130). The Grand Pic was not climbed until 1877, and it was only in 1885 that
the arc~te between the Grand Pic and the Pic Central was forced by the famous
Austrian guideless rope, Ludwig Purtscheller and the Zsigmondy brothers.

A few days later Coolidge and his guides made the first ascent of the West and
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highest peak of the Ailefroide from a bivouac above the glacier du SeIe. 'Nothing
could have been easier than the ascent of the hitherto deemed inaccessible
Ailefroide.'

Coolidge subsequently made the second ascent of Mont Blanc from the Brenva
glacier; so great was the reputation of this route that, though opened in 1865,
it had only been repeated some half a dozen times by the end of the century.

In August the Lenzspitze, or Siidlenzspitze as it was then called, was climbed
for the first time by C. T. Dent with Alexander and Franz Burgener. Dent
and Alexander Burgener had first met two years previously, and this was the
first of Burgener's many new expeditions.

In the Dolomites E. R. Whitwell had some notable successes. With Christian
Lauener and Santo Siorpaes he made the first ascents of the Cimon della Pala,
Croda Rossa, and Piz Popena.

One of the worst disasters in Alpine history occurred on Mont Blanc in
September 1870, resulting in the loss of eleven lives. The party, J. B. Bean and
J. C. Randall, both Americans, and the Rev. George McCorkindale of Gourock
with three guides and four porters left Chamonix on 5 September; another
porter jointed them at Pierre Pointue. They spent the night at the Grands
Mulets and reached the summit of Mont Blanc at 2.30 the next afternoon.
Caught on the descent in a violent storm which lasted for nine days they lost
their way and spent the night in a snow hole at 15,000 ft. It was not until the
17th that a rescue party got through. The unfortunate victims had evidently
attempted to get down. Five bodies were found near the Petits Mulets but of
the other six men there was no trace. A relic of the accident turned up in 1927,
when Bean's ice-axe was found at the foot of the glacier des Bossons, having
taken fifty-seven years to descend c 2900 m.

A few weeks before this catastrophe Mont Blanc had claimed its first feminine
victim when Mrs G. B. Marke and the porter Olivier Gay lost their lives by
falling into a crevasse at the top of the Corridor. They were not roped and were
walking about to counteract the cold while Mr Marke and the guides were
completing the ascent.

A Zermatt Centenary The English Church at Zermatt-the Parish Church of
the Alpine Club-will celebrate its centenary this year. An appeal is to be
launched to raise approximately £14,000 to provide a flat for the holiday chap
lains to the church. t A centenary service will be held on 9 August, and the
Bishop of Leicester will officiate.

I Donations may be sent to the Bishop of Leicester, 7 York Buildings, London WCz.
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The proposal to build an English church at Zermatt was first put forward in
1865, and it was later suggested that it should be erected as a memorial to the
three British victims of the Matterhorn accident of 14 July 1865, and to A. K.
Wilson who was killed on the Riffelhorn a few days later. The church was to
be built to seat 200 people at a cost of 50S a place. Contributions poured in, the
first coming from Alexander Seiler, from whose family the Commonwealth
and Continental Church Society had bought the land for the church.

The foundation stone was laid on 29 June 1869, and although the church was
opened for services in 1870 it was not consecrated until 6 August 1871, the
Bishop of Dover conducting the service. The Su.us Times reported that 'the
singing and chanting was especially good, presided over by a lady staying at
Zermatt. The Bishop preached a most appropriate sermon', and urged the
importance of paying off the heavy debt remaining on the church, which
amounted to £600. A collection of £28 was made during the day.

Extreme parachuting: Peak Lenin I¢8 The reference in A.J. 74 349 should
have been to Peak Lenin rather than Peak Communism, we now understand.

What constitutes a Himalayan peak worthy of finding a place in the
records? This is a leading question of the moment as bumps and lumps on
ridges or around a main summit are finding their way into the official record
of peaks kept by some countries.

The question of whether or not a 'satellite' summit near the principal summit
is recorded has been discussed for years, and in the Himalaya alone there are
several examples, Kangchenjunga, Lhotse, Kabru, to name but three. In the
Hindu Kush and Karakorum there are many more. Some are already well
known, while others no doubt are still to be discovered.

I should like to suggest that a definition is necessary of what constitutes a
separate summit. As a possible definition I submit the following:

A minor summit of a mountain will only be recognised as a separate peak if it
is more than 3 km from the main summit and if there is a col between it and the
.main peak at least 300 m lower than the minor summit. A mountain may have
more than one minor summit but in each case the subsequent minor summits
must be 3 km away from higher minor summits and there must be a col of at
least 300 m lower than the subsequent minor summit between them.

Bob Lawford
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The year of Apollo As the American manned space-programme commanded
world-wide attention during the past year, it is perhaps not surprising that it
was reflected in the appellation of routes and mountains climbed. Man's
first landing on the moon on 21 July 1969 during the Apollo II mission was
commemorated in the naming of peaks by Spanish parties in the Hindu Kush
(p 166) and the Apolobamba area (p 220), while the Russians proposed
calling a peak in the Tian Shan after Neil Armstrong, the astronaut concerned
(p 161). Members of the Army expedition reached the summit of Tirich Mir
(25,263 ft) on the same day as the astronauts reached the moon, and thus
claimed that they were the closest men on Earth to them (though it had earlier
been pointed out in A.A.J. I968 109 that measured from the centre of the
Earth-as distinct from sea-level-the Andes of the Equator are higher than
the Himalaya).

These were, however, not the only 'Apollo' mountain names-see for example
the description of Apollo 8 on P 74 above, a climb in South Africa named after
the first manned space-craft to escape the Earth's gravity and orbit the moon
(21-7 December 1968).

Meanwhile, the Apollo programme has produced photographs not only of the
moon but also of the Earth, of considerable interest to mountaineers-see
pp 65-9 above.

Grading ofski-routes In La Montagne et Alpinisme December 1969 Philippe
Traynard proposes the extension to ski-routes of the double-grading method
used in some climbing guide-books, under which the difficulty of particular
sections is graded numerically in addition to the overall classification of the
route. Under this proposal, the current method of grading a ski-descent as MS
(suitable for skieurs moyens), BS (bons skieurs), TBS (tres bon skieurs),
or TBSA (tres bons skieurs-alpinistes), would be expanded to include gradings
of particular passages according to the following criteria:

SI-f1at or very slightly sloping ground, without need to turn
S2-slightiy inclined, need for braking by turning but plenty of time in

which to execute turns
S3-wide slopes, less than 35°, requiring numerous turns but their location

at the choice of the skier
S4-narrow or sustained slopes, above 35°, with turns required at parti

cular places on account of drops, crevasses etc.
S5-very steep or very exposed slopes at the performance limit of a good

skier
S6-exceptionally difficult or acrobatic slopes

M. Traynard hopes that this suggested clarification of the difficulty of off
piste Alpine runs will be helpful to the increasing numbers of off-piste skiers.
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Motor aptitude of rock-climbers During the U.LA.A. meeting of young
alpinists in June 1969 (see p 290 below) a research group from the Institute of
Physical Education at the University of Leuven, led by R. Renson, carried·out
physical tests on thirty men and seven women climbers as a parallel to the
various personality tests which others have already attempted (see e.g. A.J. 73
167 and 74101). The results showed that the men were strong in the arms but
were not above average in either finger strength or balance; the women climbers
however achieved much better results on the balance tests. The detailed
results are expected to be published (in Dutch) in Sport, a quarterly review of
the Department of Sport and Physical Education of the Belgian Ministry of
Culture.

To stand on the edge of all things
Way out above it all
Fond gazing at ridges and summits
Heeding the mountain call
Forgetting the petty, the ugly
Noting the lines on a wall
In contact with unseen rope mates
Grasping the fate of a fall
Suffering the sharpest of rebuffs
Rain and snow in a squall
Basking in one's hour of sunshine
Seeing a way how to stall
Watching the flight of the eagle
Learning how to be small
Knowing the colour and season
With death noted as pall
Thinking in vertical abstracts
Guessing the size of a tall
Perched on the tip of nowhere
Gazing on a mighty hall
Stood on the edge of all things
Way out above it all Dennis Gray
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